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Description
A number of problem occur when trying to create a kar file from an existing composite actor in a workflow.
1) If you select a composite and then execute the 'Create Kar from Actor...' menu, the first message says "You cannot create a kar
file from an instantiated component. Youmust first make it a class...". Why can't this be done automatically?
2)If you then try the 'Convert to Class' menu item, you get the error
Cannot convert an entity to a class definition while it contains ports with links.' Apparently this means that you must disconnect the
links. Again this is a lot of work for the user!
3)After disconnecting the links, a Class actor will appear and if you then 'Create Kar from Actor...' the proper dialog will appear.
However, get 'Error Building the KAR file: Cannot create transport KAR: null'
Related issues:
Blocks Kepler - Bug #2432: problems saving kars from saved actors

Resolved

05/02/2006

Blocks Kepler - Bug #2439: Problem creating KAR from instantiated actor

Resolved

05/17/2006

History
#1 - 04/26/2006 01:42 PM - Chad Berkley
The reason you cannot create a kar file from an instantiated composite is that the changes to the moml are not saved in the current workflow which
makes it impossible to get a handle on the composite's class file (.xml file). Another issue is that if you drag a composite instance to the canvas, then
change it, ptii will want you to overwrite the composite's class file. This even happens for TypedCompositeActor.xml. If a user were to do that, all of
the composites would change. Unless this behavior is changed, I do not think we can allow users to drag Composite instances.
Unfortunately, that fact also causes the problem in number 2. I'm not sure why you can't create a class from a composite that has linked ports. That
seems silly.
All of these problems stem from the fact that ptii handles composites much differently than it handles atomics. Unless we can somehow manage to
merge the two concepts, I don't think 1 and 2 can be resolved.
I will work on re-creating #3. This may take some debugging though, since I'm not sure what the exact steps were to cause this error.
#2 - 06/14/2006 11:38 AM - Dan Higgins
Currently one can create a kar from a composite if the composite was originally created by dragging from the actor tree. However, there is still a
problem with selecting a set of actors and then using a menu command to create a composite containing those actors. That menu option has been
removed, although it is very useful and we would like to fix it.
Because we can just remove the menu item, changing from 'blocker' to 'critical'
#3 - 04/12/2007 02:05 PM - Dan Higgins
Creating a kar file from a composite now works as long as the composite was built from an empty Composite actor and not from the menu where
selected actors are automatically put into the composite. [In fact, the menu item for this has been removed.]
I am thus marking this bug as fixed and another bug has been added to get the menu item for building a composite working.
(Dan Higgins)
#4 - 03/27/2013 02:20 PM - Redmine Admin
Original Bugzilla ID was 2412
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